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For the third time, from 25 to 28 April, 2017, Croatia was ready to be immersed 
in the Divine Presence of Bhagawan Baba in His Subtle Body. The Košćak family 
welcomed Swami and His entourage to their home. Later, Bhagawan was served dinner at 
the Devaraj family home. Devotees there sang bhajans and chanted Vedas, and Swami 
praised their performance and blessed them in His discourse, in which He revealed the 
mysterious origin of the Vedas and highlighted the importance of chanting mantras.  

The Bhoomi Pooja for Swami’s Croatia ashram took place on the morning of 
Wednesday, 26th April, 2017. The next morning, Thursday, 27th April, members of 
Ananda Foundation met with Swami and asked questions about the construction of the 
ashram. Bhagawan said, “Build the ashram effortlessly. Everyone is invited to engage in 
the work, and the main message to carry with you is: All are One!” Afterward, Swami 
spoke to a group of 20 youth, inspiring them to engage in selfless service. 

The main event of the Divine Visit was the afternoon satsang. By 3 p.m., devotees 
from Croatia and a dozen European countries entered the Sports Hall, which resounded 
with Vedas. After an hour, devotees’ bhajans welcomed their beloved Lord. Children 
presented greeting cards, welcoming Swami, after which a large choir of 136 members 
from Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Macedonia took the stage. 
Trained over months by Ms. Uma and her assistant, Ms. Zdenka Andrin, the brilliant 
performance was accompanied by many musicians.  

Four books were offered to Bhagawan: ‘Sri Sathya Sai Uvacha – 1. Svezak’, 
presented by Ms. Radha Sagar; ‘Ja u Saiju - Sai u meni’ (I in Sai – Sai in me), an 
autobiographical book by Ms. Rajka Backendorf; ‘Energetic Centre of the Universe’ by Irene 
Margaret Watson, translated by Ms. Ozrenka Novosel and edited by Ms. Vesna Ćuk; and 
finally, ‘Priča bez kraja’ (The story without an end) by Ms. Lidija Horvat. 

Ms. Zvjezdana Braje and Ms. Đurđa Fistrić displayed a photo album of seva done 
in the last three years on behalf of a group of 15 people from Zagreb.  

Ms. Karla Gašpar, Organiser and member of the Ananda Foundation, welcomed 
the devotees, after which Mr. Isaac Tigrett, Sri C. Sreenivas and Sri B. N. Narasimha 
Murthy spoke. Finally, Swami delivered His much-awaited divine discourse. After the 
heavenly evening, everyone returned home, strengthened with faith, hope and love! 
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hoomi uja 

 

Bhoomi Pooja for Ananda Ashram 
 

On the morning of 26 April, 2017, the motorcade went towards Krnjak, nestled in 
the gentle green hills, where everything was prepared for the Bhoomi Pooja and foundation-
laying ceremony for Ananda Ashram – one of the 17 ashrams around the world that will 
play an important role in the Advent of Prema Sai Baba. 70 had devotees gathered for the 
pooja.  

Bhagawan Baba has repeatedly said that this will be an important ashram, not only 
for Croatia, but for many European countries, and that Ananda Ashram, as He called it, 
should be open to all spiritual beliefs and religious groups. Swami revealed that both Shiva 
and Parvati were pesent at this ritual. A day later, the local people living in the meadows 
on which Bhoomi Pooja took place, said that the forest reflected magical white lights two 
nights after the ceremony. Stunned by what they saw, they accepted this miracle to be real. 

Two months prior, for the ceremony to consecrate the land for the ashram, some 
devotees started to collect soil from the largest mountains in Croatia: the Velebit, Sljeme, 
Papuk, Psunj, Samoborsko gorje, Biokovo, Mosor, Kozjak and others, as well as water 
from rivers from all parts of Croatia. Their desire was to pass the blessings of all holy beings 
and Mother Earth herself onto all the creatures that dwell in the mountains, forests, on 
the glades, in the streams, rivers and springs, and of all the people who reside there.  

When a letter was offered at Muddenahalli to Swami to bless the project, He replied, 
“The letter is with Swami, and the project has been blessed with the powerful inflow of 
love!” 

Since there were many miraculous and supernatural occurrences associated with the 
preparations for Bhoomi Pooja, a devotee asked Swami: “While we were collecting the soil, 
I had a vision of Shiva and Parvati. Was what I saw real?” Swami replied, “Yes. Shiva and 
Parvati are here with us even now.”  
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Sri C. Sreenivas 

 

Youth is that part of life which is undoubtedly the most beautiful part of any human 
being. It is a great gift to be young, to have all the faculties, energies and strengths at their 
very best in peak in this part of your life.  

You are all products or citizens of this great country, so first, you have a national 
responsibility to make your country one of repute, of great dignity and of great morals. 
Swami has shown that the youth will be the only strength for the future, of not just this 
country, but the entire human race. At this young age, it is important that you bond 
together and not just continue to be individuals. Swami says that one finger can do very 
little, but ten fingers can become two hands and become extremely powerful. Life today 
is all about holding hands. Today, we are living in very trying times, both in this country 
and in many parts of the world. Remember that you have a friend whose hand you can 
hold. With all your hands held together, firmly, surrender yourself to Swami and derive 
all the strength, not just of imbibing what He teaches us, but in practice.  

I would grab this opportunity of this ashram which you are being blessed with, with 
all my strength, because it is not given to everybody. Swami is giving us a solution to all 
the problems – individual, familial, societal, national and of the world.  

Can this ashram be built by youth? Next year, when Swami comes, can the youth 
say, “Swami, with our sweat and blood, with our tireless effort, with time that we have 
taken out, we have built this.” You will be remembered. Apart from that, you can put a 
hand on your heart and say that it was a job well done.   

outh  atsang    

Group: “  eart of ove“ 
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Sri B. N. Narasimha M urthy 

Hard work is very important, as it contributes not only to the welfare of society, 

but also to the building of your own character. An idle mind is the devil’s workshop, which 

is especially true for youth. Therefore, engaging oneself in hard work when you are young 

is the solution to building up your own character. 

What is character? Swami says that character is the capacity to do the right thing, 

at the right time, at the right place, in the right way, always. However, as human beings, 

we do good things and also bad things. Not that we want to do bad, but we don’t have 

the willpower to prevent ourselves from doing wrong. That is the basic problem and the 

human predicament. Arjuna in the Bhagawad Gita posed this problem to Krishna: “What 

You say is right, I understand, but the mind is so unruly, uncontrollable, it is as good as 

trying to control the wind. Because I am not able to control my mind and senses, I am 

unable to do the right thing always.”  

Why do the mind and senses always go outward, after sensual pleasures? It is because 

the mind has to be kept happy. So, what is to be shown to the mind is, there is wealth of 

joy, happiness and peace within oneself – the fountain of the spirit within one’s own heart. 

That is where faith in God, love for God and love and compassion for fellow beings comes 

into the picture. When you have devotion to God, your mind will become strong and it 

will not become a slave to your senses. Then you can channel the powers of your mind to 

help others and help yourself. 
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Once, a merchant brought three dolls into the court of a king. As all three dolls 
looked alike, nobody could tell them apart. The merchant said to the king, “You have 
intelligent ministers in your court, but they can only be called great if they can tell the 
difference between the three dolls.”  

The king replied, “Yes, of course, I have very wise men in my court and they will 
find the differences between the dolls.”  

The wise men inspected the dolls, but could not find any differences. There was a 
very wise person in that court, Tenali Ramakrishna, who was known for his intelligence. 
He said, “Give me one night; I will find the differences and tell you tomorrow.”  

Tenali took all the dolls home and worked on finding out what was different about 
them. The next morning, he said, “I have found the differences between the three dolls.” 
What was it? He took a piece of wire and put pushed it through the ears of the first doll; 
immediately, the wire came out the other ear. Next, he took the wire and pushed it into 
the ear of the second doll, and it came out from its mouth. Then he put the wire into the 
ear of the third doll but, instead of coming out, it went inside.  

Tenali then said, “This is the difference between the three dolls: the first doll listens, 
but forgets; the second doll listens, but only speaks about it; the third doll listens, 
understands and assimilates.”  

Which of the three dolls is the greatest? It is the third one who listens, understands 
and assimilates, not just takes it into one ear and lets it out of the other.  

All hear wise words of advice, but it is only useful if the advice goes within and stays 
with you, not just listened to and forgotten about.  

If you must undertake a long journey, what is the way? Start early, drive slowly, 
reach safely. If you start late, you must drive fast, not knowing whether you will be safe, 
or if you will reach your destination. Because of hurry, worry and curry, all kinds of 
problems arise. If you start early, you can go slowly and reach your destination safely. That 
is the importance of youth – you have so many more hours in your ‘cricket match’ that 
you can play more confidently. As the game approaches the end, with limited hours and 
lots of runs to still make, obviously, there will be a great deal of pressure. That is the story 
of youth. If you start early on the path to God, towards the end, you will reach it safely, 
without any hurry.  

 

ivine Discourse 
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Why have I called all of you here? It is not that you do not know these things – all 
of you know. I only called you because, just by knowing, it does not mean that you will 
attain anything. By speaking about it, you still cannot attain anything – but, by doing, 
you will attain. What is ‘doing’? All that, which has been explained, must be put into 
practice. Through practice alone, you can achieve and understand. What is Swami 
expecting you to practice? Because you are young, your path to God should be different 
than the path of a hermit, or the path of an elder. You have a physical body with very 
strong hands, and a head that has a sharp, strong memory and intelligence. Your heart is 
still pure, as it has not been contaminated with all kinds of worldly desires. At your age, if 
you use all three ‘H’s – hands, head and heart, it will definitely be possible for you to reach 
the goal faster and safer than anyone else.  

Swami has put all the people of Croatia to work, because He does not want them 
to stay idle; otherwise, it is only talk. Everyone says, “Love all, serve all.” This ashram is 
going to have a youth development centre. All of you know something about these good 
projects, but there are many, many youth who have no idea. They think that all that 
comprises this world is eating, sleeping, drinking and, finally, dying. They think that that 
is all there is to life. However, there is much more to life than eating, sleeping, being afraid 
of uncertainties and procreation, which are all common to animals and men. If man is 
engaged with those four only, then he is no better than an animal. A human being has a 
higher birth – the highest of all Creation; therefore, he should lead his life with higher 
ideals. This is important for the youth today to realise.  

Yesterday, we went to the Indian Embassy in Croatia and talked to the ambassador. 
After Swami relayed many good things concerning selflessness and spirituality, he said, 
“We are so unfortunate, as nobody has ever guided us this way. We did not know anything 
about all this. You are now telling us so that we get to know about it and feel so happy. 
Until now, nobody has guided us.” That is the predicament of most of the youth in the 
world today, as nobody tells them what is right or what is wrong; what is permanent and 
what is transient; what is going to give them glory and what is only for the sake of pleasure; 
what is the ultimate and what is temporary. Nobody is telling them. They only need this 
amount of guidance, then it is up to them to choose the path they want. When you know 
what is right, and you choose it, you will be happy. When you know what is wrong, and 
you discard it, you will be happy.  

It is very important that the youth in Croatia and the nearby countries understand, 
whilst growing up, the idea of what is right and what is wrong. The body is yours, but you 
are not the body. The mind is yours, but you are not the mind. You are beyond all this. 
That truth must be understood by all. To learn these truths, Swami is developing this 
ashram, which will also become a development centre for the youth, where they can come 
together, undergo training, conduct seva programmes, share experiences with each other 
and participate in various events and activities of a cultural, religious or spiritual nature. 
There may also be workshops for self-development, such as mediation, yoga and Veda 
chanting, where participants can learn from wise people who will share their experiences.  
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It is going to be a very 
beautiful island in this ocean of 
samsara, where you can rest for a 
while before you continue your 
journey. Those are the kinds of things 
that Swami is planning for the 
development centre. Swami called 
you specifically here today, so that 
this opportunity is utilised to benefit 
yourselves, and also to benefit ten 
others, in the process. You are the 
youth of not only Croatia, but also 
other countries nearby. We are not 
building anything else in the 
surrounding countries – this will 
remain the centre where everyone else 
will come.  

When you see a friend boarding the wrong bus, would you not go to them and say, 
“You are sitting on the wrong bus; this bus will take you to the wrong place!”? You would 
run and say, “You’re on the wrong bus!”  

If the person was entering the wrong shop, you would tell them, “You are entering 
the wrong shop!”  

You would feel concerned, because your friend would end up with the wrong thing. 
When, in life itself, people are heading in the wrong direction, you should similarly be 
concerned and tell them, “You are on the wrong track; you must come back onto the right 
track.”  

Narasimha Murthy said, “When you taste the higher joys of life, lower joys will 
become tasteless.” That is how it truly is. When you experience God, everything else will 
become tasteless; when you have felt true love, all other attachments will fade away. That 
is the glory of divine love. You must develop this true love, whilst you pursue your career, 
education, family life, work and profession, all the while keeping righteousness as the 
foundation. What is right must be developed and pursued; what is wrong must be given 
up. Using discrimination, one can lead a very peaceful and happy life, not only for oneself, 
but for one's own family, society and the nation at large. It all starts with the individual: 

Where there is righteousness in the heart, there is beauty in character;  
where there is beauty in character, there is harmony in the home;  
where there is harmony in the home, there is order in the nation;  

where there is order in the nation, there is peace in the world. 

When you watch the world news, I know that many of you feel very sad about the 
atrocities and the wrong happening in the world. Here in Croatia, where you are, what 
can you do about it? You can start changing individuals.  
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Many big organisations spend crores (tens of millions) of rupees conducting 
seminars, discussions and conferences about achieving world peace, but they never do find 
it. It has to start with the individual, with you, not with an organisation. When your 
character becomes strong, you always do the right thing, come what may – all the time. 
Then the character becomes beautiful. That beauty will lead to harmony in the home, as 
your family becomes happy, because all are happy with you; all are living selflessly for each 
other. When families are happy, society will become happy. When societies are happy, the 
nation will become happy. When nations are happy, the world will finally become happy 
and peaceful. Therefore, peace has to start with the individual.  

Whatever effort you put forth, even if ten people change themselves, becoming 
instruments of change for ten others, then slowly, one day, the world will change. If today, 
you are doing nothing, then nothing is going to change. If you keep sitting silently, it will 
only continue like this. With some effort, if you take one step forward, ten others will join. 
At the end of the journey, when those ten reach their destinations, they will look back and 
say, “Thank you! You have guided us correctly. We were on the wrong train, but you told 
us to get onto the right train to reach our destination.” They will look back and they will 
thank you. That is the role you must play.  

To improve oneself and to redeem the world should be the dual goal of every youth. 
One’s own emancipation and the welfare of society should go hand in hand. When you 
grow spiritually, you also help ten others become better. That is how you should plan your 
life, not simply while it away, just singing bhajans and keertans. That is good when you 
have a weak body, when you have grown old and cannot even lift a glass of water. Then it 
is good to sit at home and sing and chant – but, young, vibrant youth should use the body, 
mind and heart to go out and serve. All of you form a small group. Let us call this group 
‘Heart of Love’ – the love with which you should go and serve.  

Go out, meet other people! When opportunities come up, meet occasionally. Go 
outside – you may find hungry people; give them something to eat, if you can. Reduce 
your desires. The Fiji youth are cutting back to one cup of coffee per day. What is one cup 
of coffee? It is one dollar in Fiji. They cut back on one, unnecessary coffee each day, and 
use the resources to provide education to orphans, to help people who have been affected 
by storms in Fiji, as well as to contribute towards heart operations. They have invited a 
whole team of doctors to conduct the heart operations and are taking care of the expenses.  

I am not saying that you must do very big projects; little, simple things will do. 
Reduce your desires and you will become more like God. Man minus desire is equal to 
God. The more you remove desires, the more you become like God. Use this formula 
when helping others. In your thoughts, words and actions, do away with all that which is 
not godly. Keep what is God, within you. That way, you will lead a happier life. Do not 
do it for anyone else’s sake. First, it will make you happier more than anyone else; it will 
give you satisfaction above anything else; it will keep you content; it will keep you 
complete. Do not feel that you lack anything. You will have no need to ask for anything.  
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Question & Answer Session 
Question 1: (Asked by the Croatian Youth Leader) Swami, since we had the first satsang last 
week, we created a Google Group called ‘Youth for Sai’, but we will now rename it to 
‘Heart of Love’.  

When we begin, how can we use our talents in the various projects we will organise? 
Our first assignment was to get to know each other. We wanted to come up with project 
proposals for You, but we need You to lead us during this first satsang, with Your divine 
guidance and direction. You have already advised us to engage in helping to build the 
ashram. There are plenty of opportunities to serve, when we look around our own 
neighbourhoods.  

Our ‘Heart of Love’ group is based in Zagreb, as that is where the majority of us 
live. Three sisters are also here from east Croatia and Osijek. Do You have something in 
mind for us? What should be our first project? 

Swami: My biggest project is you – other projects are secondary. The first project is you! 
Unless you have a strong foundation, you cannot build upon it. You want to bring peace 
to the world. Start with your individual character, your individual righteousness. 

It is good that all of you come together; it is a good beginning, but working together 
is also important. Now, you should work on yourself, as well as with each other. What 
will you do with yourself? Work on your negative qualities. Think, ‘I get angry; I must 
find a way to control my anger. I get greedy; I must find a way to control my desires. I get 
impatient; I must find a way to develop patience. I become lazy; I must find a way to 
overcome laziness. I become complacent; I must find a way to keep active.’ Find one 
negative quality that troubles you a lot, then work on it at the individual level.  

Once you conquer the enemy within, you can conquer the whole world outside. 
Conquering within is important, so begin with one quality with which you are not happy. 
It could be your ego, it could be attachment to something, it could be anger, laziness or 
anything else. Work on that and see how you can overcome it. Once you become stronger, 
you will succeed. If your hands are shivering, how can you do any work? First strengthen 
yourself, at the individual level. At the same time, if you do not meet with each other for 
encouragement and support, you will fail in your efforts.  

Therefore, every 15 days, go together for seva in a small group. What can you do? 
Just carry some bread and fruits, go to a hospital and ask the patents, “How are you? How 
is your health? What is the problem?” Give them a piece of fruit or bread, or a gift and tell 
them, “We just wanted to come and see how you are doing.” Go to an aged care home 
first, because when you see them, you will know the truth. They were also young like you 
at some point, yet today, they have no teeth and no hair, and their hands and legs do not 
work as they used to. You will also become like that one day. This will create humility in 
you, when you start realising the preciousness of this time of youth.  
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I told the U.K. youth, “Go to aged care homes and talk to the people. Do not do 
any seva – just go there, sit down with them and ask, ‘Are you happy? What are you doing? 
How are you?’” They picked one elderly person and, when they went and met him, they 
learnt many lessons. First, they learnt: ‘This will also happen to us at a future time, so let 
us not be too proud or wasteful about our good, present time.’  

Second, meeting them taught the youth how much they could learn from their 
elders, who have seen life, who can share their experiences, tell you what is right, what is 
good, what matters and what does not matter. Learn from their wise experiences.  

Third, it is an opportunity to experience so much pure love, with no compulsions, 
no attachments and no binding – just love with no expectations. The youth went there 
only to love, but were loved in return – a great fulfilment. It is then that they started tasting 
divine love.  

Start like that – once every 15 days, get in your cars, carry a basket of fruit, take it 
to a person in an aged care home, greet them, say ‘hello’ and ask them how they are. Give 
them a piece of fruit or a gift and say, “We just came to enquire about you, and wanted to 
sit down with you for a while. We want to learn from you.” Listen to them to gain insights. 
All the attractions of the world that comes with youth will fade away, once you see the 
reality of life.  

Begin with that; afterwards, I will guide you. Do this for the next three months, 
along with choosing one desire or negative quality of yours that you must work on. From 
there, go to the next step. Do this much homework, then I will give more homework. This 
will be good. Everybody should go to the elderly – girls, boys, young, old – everybody 
should go together. Go out, find a place and, if you need any permission beforehand or 
anything else, please get it, as it is important. You are not going to counsel them or give 
them therapy, no. Just go. 

Remove their loneliness by sitting with them for two or three hours or so. Carry 
something with you to engage them in some type of activity. Then the learning will start.  
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The biggest problem in this country is that all the young people have disappeared, 
leaving the elderly behind, even their own parents behind, at the mercy of society. Go and 
do that. You will develop respect and gratitude. 

 
Question 2: I want to ask about doing work with other spiritual communities, like the 
Catholic community. Is that important? 
Swami: It is important that your thought process, your thinking, is the same; that it is 
about spirituality and not religion; not about certain ideas or philosophy that one must 
follow. As long as they accept everyone as equal, as one, with the essence of life being to 
love and serve others, it is all right in whatever way you proceed.  

Whether you eat with your right hand or your left hand, food has to go inside your 
mouth – it does not really matter. What is important is that there should be open-
mindedness. Many people like it only one way, thinking that any other way is not the 
right way. That is not correct. That is why I said to place a sign outside the ashram that 
says: ‘All are One’ because that should be the basis of your philosophy. That is what all of 
you should do. Working with other people is understandable, but only with those who 
believe in the unity of all and who believe that all are equal. That is important. 

 
Question 3: Is the seva we were talking about for the group or for us to do individually? 
Swami: No, it is for the group, so that you can meet and share with each other how you 
felt, and what change has come about in you. You can meet people closest to where you 
live. Everyone does not have to go to one place, or one corner. If you have located different 
groups, go and meet with them – but, once in a while, all of you should meet together 
again, to understand what you have learnt and how you felt.  

I am telling you right away that, initially, it will be difficult. Many people will be 
doubtful, thinking, ‘Why are these boys coming here; what do they expect from us? Are 
they coming to get something from us?’ You must slowly win their trust. Respond, “No, 
we just want to spend some time with you. I could have gone to watch a movie, or to a 
party with my friends, or I could have just gone for a ride, but I thought I would like to 
spend my free time with you today, for a change.” Begin like that. 

In society, one needs to be a part of everything. Make a list of what is good, then 
make a list of what is not good. When you make a list of what is good, automatically, your 
list of what is not good, will be reduced. Look for the positive – try to see it. Life does not 
give you much choice: you were born into a family, a society, a nation and a situation that 
you cannot change. What is the right way forward? Think positively, ‘What are the good 
things that I possess?’ Then the negatives will lessen. If you always think about the 
negatives, then the positive will lessen. It all depends on the way you think – that is what 
is important. Take what you have, look at what is good and choose to focus on it.  

Once Lord Buddha was with his disciples. He told them, “Go to that village and 
preach about God and spirituality.”  
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The disciples said, “Oh, this village is full of thieves and goondas (thugs). They are 
going to beat us up! They are going to shout at us! What will we do?”  

Buddha replied, “If they shout at you, say, ‘Thank God, they have only shouted at 
us, and have not beaten us.’ If they beat you, say, ‘Thank God, they have only beaten us, 
not killed us.’ If they kill you, say, ‘The body is temporary, so it doesn't matter.’”  

Think positive, or you will find an excuse to stop doing good work. Most young 
people nowadays complain all the time, “This is not good; that is not right; our nation 
doesn’t do this; our nation doesn’t do that. We don’t have opportunities, we don’t have 
this...” What you do have, you do not see. If you only look at what you do not have, you 
will always be sad. I always look at what is positive, not negative. If a child comes for an 
operation at one of our hospitals, people look it as an adversity. I look at it as an 
opportunity – an opportunity to serve a child and make a life better. Every adversity is an 
opportunity – that is how you must think. If a nation is going through a phase and nobody 
is doing anything about it, then it is an opportunity for you to do something. Rather than 
becoming one of the many, complaining and doing nothing, it is better to work, to do 
anything. That is important. 

(Referring to the song that was sung earlier by the group, ‘Opet i opet nam dođi, Sai’) 
Keep this as your song. Whenever you meet, you can sing it. When you meet, sing a few 
songs – one or two bhajans – share your experiences, plan the next seva and then leave. 
Plan like this every time. Every 15 days, go and do seva, then 15 days later, meet like this. 
Seva, sadhana, seva, sadhana – rotating every 15 days. In one month, meet twice, at least 
for now. Later on, we will see. Very happy.  

It is a good beginning, so continue. Everything starts like a trickle, but becomes a 
river. When many more join in, it will become a big river. Many more youth will join. Do 
not think, ‘Swami is not there; they do not know Swami.’ That is secondary. The first 
thought should be the young people who need guidance. Do good work; then they will 
ask, “How did you do such good work?” You can then reply, “I have a master; I have a 
guide. I follow His teachings. Whatever He has taught us by His life is what we are 
following.” They will also follow it, so that will not be a problem.  

 

Question 4: Swami, could You please tell us the difference between food and prasadam? 

Swami: Food is that which has not been offered to God. Prasadam is that which has been 
offered to God. When you think, ‘Whatever I offer to God, I will receive in return,’ that 
is prasadam. When you wear clothes, you can also offer that to God, then that, too, is 
prasadam. Everything becomes prasadam, sanctified. All Creation consumes food, 
including animals, birds, bees and man. Giving gratitude to God for giving you whatever 
you have today becomes a yajna, an offering to God. It is yajna you are doing – not just 
eating. When you offer the food to God, it is a yajna; it becomes spiritual, not just a ritual. 
Eating food is a ritual, whilst eating it after offering it to God is spiritual.  
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Mr. Isaac Tigrett 

  

When we started this journey to all these countries, 
there was no one more shocked than I on our first visit to 
Croatia. There were 1,000 people here to greet Him! We have 
never been anywhere where we have experienced such a desire 
to know God and such devotion as Croatia. Where does this 
desire to know God come from? Is there something in the 
water? Are we on top of a ley line of some sort? Whatever it is, 
I want some! 

This devotion for God that is here in Croatia is only the first step. You are very 
lucky because it is the most difficult one. The fact is that there is life before birth and life 
after death. This dimension is where karma is played out. Having been up there with all 
my relatives and friends, I can tell you that they are waiting to come back here because 
this is the only place where karma can be created or destroyed. 

You must take advantage of this. You have devotion, you have a desire to know 
your true identity and now you must see it in everyone, starting with your friends, family 
and those you work with. It is a very short life. You have been here thousands of times 
before, and you will come back, over and over again, until you realise your true identity – 
Self-realisation. Please take the next step to see divinity in your neighbours and, most of 
all, take time to be kind to one another. One act of kindness leads to another, leads to 
another, leads to another and it affects the entire world.  

You are all connected, and Swami has rightly given the motto of this new ashram, 
which is connecting all of you, ‘All is One’. 

 

  

ublic  atsang    
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Sri C. Sreenivas 

 

In late March 2011, beloved Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai 
was admitted to the hospital. Whilst He was there, amongst 

millions all over the world who were filled with deep remorse and anxiety, one highly 
distinguished individual would call every day, requesting and almost beseeching if he could 
come and have a glimpse. Since it was in the Intensive Care, one had no right to allow 
admittance, so the answer every day was, “I am sorry.” And on 24th April, 2011, when all 
of humanity gathered to pay homage, this distinguished gentleman made his appearance 
very early in the morning.  

After a year, I was directed by Swami to 
go and meet this gentleman and convey to him 
that he was soon going to assume the most 
important part and mission of his life, when he 
would serve crores in our country and in many 
parts of the world. I sought an appointment 
and, on the anointed date, appeared at his office 
and was ushered into a large room. I was a little 
uncomfortable because the order was, “Convey 
that this is Swami's command to him.” I did as 
commanded and told him clearly, “Sir, it is the 
will and wish of Bhagawan, that you will assume 
the highest responsibility to serve a large section 
of humanity and much of your life's work will 
be beginning very shortly.” I could see the 
absolute equanimity and equipoise in the 
gentleman, with no flutter at all, and he replied, 
“In life, I can only sit wherever He seats me. 
Wherever this Master seats me, is a throne to 
me.” I am humbled to mention to you that I 
found a new definition to faith and belief in 
dear Swami. It is my pride that the 
distinguished gentleman is our beloved Prime 
Minister of India, Sri Narendra Modi. 
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Sri B. N. Narasimha M urthy 

The 20th century in the history of the world can be considered the century of the 
greatest compassion of God and also the worst cruelty of humans. The two world wars of 
the 20th century were the worst man-made tragedies.  

Yet, God came down in the form of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba between the two 
world wars. The wise voice of mankind, the soul of spirituality and human compassion, 
spoke through Bhagawan, who gave the world only one option for survival: “Either it is 
coexistence, or no existence.” We people of all nations should learn to love each other, 
help one another, in spite of human follies and frailties. We can save this planet from 
human greed and human hatred.  

‘Save the planet’ is a popular slogan today. This planet beautiful needs to be saved 
from men, not from anybody else, and that can happen only through a spiritual revolution 
in all countries. There are no political solutions to the problem of world wars. Many noble 
men and women have dreamt of a world without a war. It remains a dream and, unless we 
wipe out greed and hatred from the human heart, wars will not stop.  

It is Bhagawan Baba's compassion for the all countries, especially the European 
countries, and especially the people of Croatia, that He has gifted them with an ashram 
called ‘Ananda Ashram’; ‘ananda’ mean divine bliss.  

I appeal to every one of you and all those who could not come here, but who love 
Bhagawan, who love God, who love mankind, who wish all the good for mankind – all of 
you join hands together and build this ashram. Let it become a centre of inspiration, not 
only for Croatia, but for whole of Europe and the entire world! 
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ivine Discourse 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

na tapamsi na teerthanam  
na shastranam japa na hi  

samsara sagaroddhare  
sajjanam sevanam vina 

(Neither by penance, nor by undertaking 
pilgrimage, reading the scriptures or even by 

chanting the name, but only by serving others, 
can one can cross the ocean of samsara.) 

 

Dear Embodiments of Divinity! 

The scriptures declare that the body has 
been given to serve others. The body which is 
not engaged in service is as good as a corpse. 
Eating, sleeping, being afraid and procreating 
are the commonalities between man and 
animals. One who does not follow dharma is no 
better than an animal; therefore, a human being 
who merely resides in the body of a human, but 
does not follow his dharma, is equivalent to an 
animal. 

What is dharma? Loosely translated, it is 
righteousness. People say that doing the right 
thing is dharma, but it is not as simple as that. 
When one refers to dharma, it means the very 
principle that governs and sustains the entire 
universe. The dharma of fire is to burn; the 
dharma of water is to cool; the dharma of wind 
is to blow; likewise, every aspect of this universe 
is engrossed in conducting its own dharma and 
only when each aspect of Creation follows its 
dharma, is Creation sustained.  
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When the sun burns and gives light to others, it follows its dharma; when trees grow 
and bear fruits for others, it is their dharma; when water flows and quenches the thirst of 
others, it is also its dharma; when fire burns, it follows its dharma.  

The moment the sun stops shining, the rivers stop flowing, the fire stops burning 
and the wind stops blowing, the entire universe would come to an end. The great Creator 
has installed a sense of dharma in every atom of the universe. Therefore, dharma is not just 
about doing the right thing, but about living for the very purpose for which you have been 
created; the very purpose this life has been given to you.  

The purpose of human life is to be divine. Unless you realise that you are divine, 
you are not keeping up with the dictates of your dharma. Eating, sleeping and finally dying 
– which everything does – is not dharma, only karma (action). The dharma of a human 
being is to be divine. It is only when each human being rises to their Divine Self, that they 
can truly live the purpose for which they are born. To achieve this purpose, this dharma, 
is the goal of your life.  

If you do your duty, as given to you by God, you will be able to lead a happy life. 
However, just doing your duty with love is not enough; you should be able to love without 
any sense of duty. Duty without love is deplorable; duty with love is desirable; love without 
duty is divine. Therefore, to follow the purpose of your birth – that is, to be divine – is to 
love without any sense of duty. It is out of love that the sun rises every day, that the rivers 
flow, that the trees bear fruits and that the cows give milk. Every aspect of the universe is 
suffused with the sense of love that has no duty attached to it. Hence, love without duty 
is your dharma. To be able to love for love’s sake, without any compulsion or obligation, 
is your dharma. 

You should understand 
this correctly. A mother loves her 
children – that is her dharma – 
but, if her love is tainted with 
expectations, then it is only duty 
with love. When a teacher teaches 
his students, he follows his 
dharma – but, if he does it with a 
sense of duty, as an obligation or 
as a profession, he loses love for it. 
Only when love each other 
without obligation, without 
compulsion, with no 
expectations, can it become 
divine.  
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The most elevating emotion in the world is to be able to love selflessly; that selfless 
love, alone, can give you ananda (bliss). There are many types of happiness in the world, 
but the highest of all is Ananda, which is possible only when you learn to love selflessly.  

Today, the reason for the decline of peace, for the destruction of truth, for the 
increase in the fear of weapons, is all because of the increasing selfishness of human beings. 
It is when one is selfish that one harms. A selfless person knows no harm: neither will he 
harm anyone, nor will he be harmed by anyone else. As you can see, the need of the hour 
is for every human being to lead his or her life as per dharma, which is ‘love without duty’. 
All of the messiahs, messengers and prophets from the past have taught only this one 
message: love others selflessly. The day you are able to love selflessly, you will experience 
divine bliss. When you experience this divine bliss, all other things in the world will seem 
tasteless and insipid.  

Swami has ordained there should be an ashram here, and the people have worked 
very hard to develop it. All of you must join hands to create a place that will become the 
spiritual guiding light for all countries around Croatia, not just for the people of Croatia.  

When Krishna wanted to raise the Govardhanagiri mountain to save the people of 
the village, He told all the gopalas (cowherd boys), “Come with your sticks, let us lift this 
mountain.” None of the young children thought, ‘What is Krishna talking about? Is it 
possible? Lifting a table or a chair is no problem, but lifting a mountain?’ They did not 
think in that way. When Krishna said, “Come, let us lift this mountain,” everyone ran 
with their sticks. When they placed their sticks at the base of the mountain, in the centre 
of it all was the boy Krishna, holding the mountain on his little finger. So when Krishna 
said, “Let us lift the mountain,” there was no doubt that the mountain would be lifted – 
not by their efforts, but by His will.  

Can anyone lift a mountain on their finger? Divine Sai Bhagawan can. When 
Krishna said, “Lift the mountain,” they ran to do just that. Nobody became afraid 
thinking, ‘Even if we lift the mountain, what if it falls on us?’, because they had complete 
faith in Krishna. The people who are seated on this stage have not only lifted mountains, 
but mountain ranges! It is not just about one school or one hospital, but every day, they 
lift a mountain, knowing fully well that their Divine Krishna is there to lend His finger, 
so that anything becomes possible. It is up to the people to fulfil their lives by being part 
of service. What you receive from service is much more than what you give.  

Chanting the Lord’s name, going on pilgrimages, reading scriptures, attending 
satsangs – all this is theory, whilst serving others is practice, for all of Creation serves. Since 
you are a part of this Creation, service is your very nature. It is only when you derail from 
your nature that you fail miserably. When you go back to your nature, through service, 
you redeem yourself.  

In times to come, this place will grow into a place of great glory, with many, many 
people, weary of their daily lives and its misery, coming here under the shade of this tree, 
where they will find rest, peace and bliss. It is for everyone, for all – not just a few. 
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It is My very great wish, as well as blessing, that all people together, will sow the 
seed, and grow the tree so that, for generations, it can provide shade, shelter and fruits for 
humanity. A small beginning has been made, but every long journey starts with the first 
step. Step by step, by step, one can proceed along the entire journey. 

(To the translator) How many countries are around Croatia? 

Translator: There is Slovenia, Italy, Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, also 
Hungary. And nearby are Austria, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Albania, Greece – all are in the 
vicinity of Croatia. 

Swami: They in all the centre of 
Europe, so let this ashram be 
for everyone; that way, all of 
them can come. That gives 
more responsibility to the 
Croatian people, for they have to lead 
the way, as a blessing has 

fallen into their hands. You must 
welcome everyone as your own, love 
everyone as your own and serve 
everyone as your own. Those who think 
they are different, are themselves different – 
very narrow-minded people. For those with 
a broad mind, the whole world is their 
family. With this great philosophy that the 
whole world is your family, that all is one, 
let the ashram begin! With Swami’s 
sankalpa (divine will) and your efforts, in 
time, it will grow into a place of great 
relevance and of great adoration, where 
people of all religions, faiths and 
nationalities, will come together to 
seek God. It will happen! It is already 
happening.  

Today, the devotees 
submitted many books to Swami. 
The author of the book knows the 
entire book, the entire story, whilst 
the reader knows only as much as 
they have read. Likewise, I know 
the entire story, whilst you know 
only a little. As you turn the pages, 
you will learn and know more.
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For now, it is enough to know that, since Swami knows everything, He is in charge 
and in control, making everything possible.  

My blessings are there in abundance. I derive much joy coming here to be with the 
people of Croatia, just as you receive joy in meeting Me. Just as children love to meet their 
mother, the mother loves to meet her children. Understanding your difficulties, I come 
here so that you do not have to spend so much money to go all the way to India. In a 
matter of a few years, all this will change; things will become much better. Everything will 
improve. Man’s adversity is God’s opportunity.  

Knowing your difficulty, I am coming here again and again, so that you do not have 
to face difficulties. Sometimes, difficulties are good, because that brings you closer to God. 
When you have no difficulties, you forget God very easily. Small difficulties are good for 
remembering God.  

When Krishna asked the great devotee, Kunti, “What is it that you want from Me?” 
she answered, “Lord, Give me difficulties!”  

Krishna responded, “Oh! What kind of prayer is that? People ask Me to remove 
difficulties, but you are asking Me for more difficulties.”  

She said, “Krishna, when I don’t have difficulties, I forget You; when I have 
difficulties, I always remember You. Therefore, if difficulties make You remember me, it 
is joyful.” 

Like day and night, difficulties and good times come and go.  

Once, a disciple came running to his guru and said, “Guru, I am very sad.”  

The guru replied, “It is alright. This will pass.”  

After some days, the disciple came and reported, “I am very happy.”  

The guru said, “Don’t worry, this too shall pass.”  

You can see that all things are passing clouds. Pleasure and pain are the ways of the 
world, but happiness, the highest happiness – ananda – is permanent. Outside of the 
ashram, people experience pain on some days and pleasure on other days – but, when it 
comes to the ashram, they experience only ananda.  

‘Ashrama’ means ‘no shrama’, no effort. Only when there is prema (love), is there 
no shrama (effort). That makes love your highest duty, your divine duty, and the very 
purpose of your existence; it is the path you should follow.  

Start the day with love, fill the day with love, spend the day with love,  

end the day with love – that is the way to God. 

You know all this; I am just reminding you, since you sang, ‘Remind me My Lord’. 
Practise more and more.  

Many have come from long distances and must return home; therefore, we will end 
the programme. You can have a bit of prasadam (blessed food). 
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Question & Answer Session 
Question 1: I have a question about the Ramayana. Ahalya, wife of Sage Gautama, was 
turned into stone, and was revived at Lord Rama’s feet. Once, when she was alone in the 
ashram, Lord Indra came, disguised as her husband. She was tricked and, unknowingly, 
cheated on her husband, because she didn’t recognise him. When Gautama arrived, he 
became angry and turned her into stone.  

I would like to know, what was her fault, since she wasn’t aware of the trick? How 
could Gautama, who was a sage who knew Lord Rama’s divinity, let himself become so 
angry to pronounce such a curse? What was Indra’s intention in creating this drama?  

Swami: Ahalya was the wife of Rishi Gautama and, being a devoted wife, she knew the 
ways of her husband. She could understand what he needed and when. Even before he 
would ask, she would take care that it was provided, because she was always watching her 
husband and could think one step ahead of what he needed. Such a wife, who was always 
observant by thinking more of her husband than herself, was very dear to Gautama.  

It was in the early hours of the morning, when Gautama was heading to the river 
for his morning prayers and ablutions, that he told his wife that he would go and then 
return. She knew very well, after many years with him, that this was the time when he 
would undertake many spiritual activities, as the morning hours and evening hours from 
4:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. are very holy and should be bided in an auspicious way. They are 
the pure times when one needs to engage in sacred actions.  

It was Gautama’s regular routine to go at that point in time and finish his prayers, 
and then return a little later after dawn. On that particular day, it so happened, that though 
Gautama went out, Indra, in the guise of Gautama and in order to seduce Ahalya, acted 
in a particular way. However, if Ahalya were really aware of her husband’s ways, which 
was to be very strict about what he did, then, at that point in time, she should have 
understood what was happening. Yet, overpowered by her own desire, she lost 
discrimination; hence, desire causes destruction of discrimination. 
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Because such an hour in the morning is very sacred, she would have known that her 
husband would not engage in anything, except for sacred actions. By being overpowered 
by her own desire, she fell prey to the plot of Indra. Later, she sought forgiveness from her 
husband, saying, “If I were a true pativrata (a chaste wife devoted to her husband), like a 
calf that recognises one cow in a herd of many, I should have recognised that it was not 
you. I have been overpowered by my own desire – therefore, please punish me as should 
be. I do not deserve to continue to serve you, and will not interfere with your spiritual 
pursuits.” Because of her prayer, Gautama had to release her. Thus, the curse was really 
not a curse, but the punishment she sought. He turned her into a stone so that nobody 
else could touch her and spoil her purity.  

In those years, if a woman had to be away from her husband, she had to live in the 
forest, which was not easy. Having Ahalya turned into a stone was the way she could be 
protected from any incidents. It was her purity and her pashchattapa, that is, remorse for 
her act, that brought Lord Rama’s grace to her and how she was able to be reunited with 
her husband. This is part of the mysterious ways of the world and the leelas (divine plays) 
of the Divine, which have to be properly understood. 

There has always been rivalry between the gods and rishis (sages) because, by their 
penance, the rishis could achieve anything, even claiming the kingdom of the gods. That 
was not Gautama’s intention – however, Indra played out this drama to disturb Gautama 
during his penance, so that he would not become so powerful as to could command Indra’s 
kingdom. 

On the other hand, in the case of Anasuya, the wife of Atri, none of the gods – 
Indra, Shiva, Vishnu or Maheshwara – came to test her sanctity. Because she was so pure 
and pious, she turned them into infants and breast-fed them, just like a mother. Instead 
of that act being a curse, it was a boon, and she got begot a son of the Trinity. Her purity 
was so great that she could turn gods into infants to protect herself. That is the deeper 
understanding of the story. 
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Question 2: Swami, I am interested in your opinion about the ‘Book of Knowledge’. I 
came into contact with this book recently. What do you think about this book, which was 
channelled over 12 years, through a lady from Turkey? 

Swami: I am One; I become many. Just as all the Vedas were received by more than 400 
rishis in the state of contemplation, so too, are there men and women of great 
contemplation who receive messages from above. As a messenger, they have performed 
their duty but, for readers, it is important how you interpret it. It is her experience, 
definitely valid for her, but others cannot understand, unless they also have experienced 
it. Nevertheless, it is good. How others use it and what particulars they use, depends on 
how evolved they are. God has been speaking through very many.  

Question 3: In 2003, I had an interview with You and asked You to bless my people. I 
left Bosnia and Herzegovina as a refugee 21 years ago and have been living in Holland ever 
since. Now, I feel as if I need a change. I have a big desire to come to Croatia, but my 
question is, it time to act? You told me that I was competent, but also had a lot to learn. I 
just want to know if the time has now come for You to use me. 

Swami: One more year and you will be relieved of your past. This is the darkest part of 
your time, but the dawn is coming very soon. Coming to Croatia is not important, but 
being where you are and helping is important. There and only there, but not here. Within 
one year, roads will open and you will be freed from your status and can continue to work 
and live, like any other citizen. Then you can educate others and help them regain their 
respect and place in the field of education. That is your path. 
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Question 4: Swami, a year and a half ago, developed breast cancer. I had an operation and 
felt better without further treatment, as I refused all of them. After a few months, I relapsed 
and, since then, I have been having nightmares. Swami, could You please help to heal me?  

Swami: I am always there to help. When you need to take a journey, only you can walk 
that road; nobody can walk it for you. However, faith in God and prayers to God are like 
shoes that help you walk on that path. What one has to go through, one has to go through 
– but, with God by your side, He will help you undergo it with strength. You cannot wish 
away your difficulties, but you can pray to God to give you the strength. I will help you 
by being with you, and by giving you the strength to face the challenges. Yes, I will help 
you. 

 

Question 5: Swami, for all of us, Your darshan is a moment of eternity. You are 
omnipresent. Next time You visit, can You stay for at least five days? 

Swami: Why five days? I will come for a week! Build the ashram and I will come. The first 
time, it was for one day; the next time it was for two days; this time, three days; next year, 
it will be four days – that is, if you give Me a reason to come again. If you do what I say, 
I will do what you say. It is only fair, is it not? 

All your answers are within. Believe Me, they are all within. When you are attached, 
your answers are not clear and confusion results. When you are detached, you will get clear 
answers from within. Therefore, when you pray, give yourself time to relax, so that you 
are not in a hurry to receive an answer. If you do not experience clarity, wait. When your 
mind is totally silent, the voice of your heart will be heard. Practise that, because that is 
what will be with you permanently. Your own personal God, your own personal guide, 
will be with you every moment. He is there within, speaking and waiting to be heard. 
Calm your mind and you will hear Him. I am each and I am within each.  

Very happy.  
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ONLINE LIBRARY & SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR 

BOOKLETS OF BHAGAWAN’S OVERSEAS VISITS 

To view and download the entire library of the Divine Booklets of Bhagawan Baba’s 
visits abroad, or to subscribe to receive the newest Booklets of Bhagawan’s overseas travels, 
as soon as they are available, please visit our new website, launched by Swami on Guru 
Poornima Day 2017: http://www.saiprakashana.online. 

 

EDITOR’S NOTE 
We are seeking full-time Professional Transcriptionists, Translators and Editors for 

Bhagawan’s divine discourses in all languages. Applicants must be officially contracted 
through Sri Sathya Sai Premamruta Prakashana ®. For more information, please write to: 
bhagawanspeaks@gmail.com. 

 

PUBLISHERS AND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
For Publishing – Printing – Distribution information, please write to: 

bhagawanspeaks@gmail.com. 

 




